BEER (BOTTLE)

TIGER $9
TIGER (BUCKET OF 5) $45 NOW $29*
HEINEKEN $9
HEINEKEN (BUCKET OF 5) $45 NOW $29*
HOEGARDEN $9
HOEGARDEN (BUCKET OF 5) $45 NOW $29*
ERDINGER (500ML) $18

COCKTAIL

MOJITO $12
WHISKEY SOUR $12
SAN LOU BOBA $12
DENTIST CURE $12
LILAC ROBEE $15
NORMAL COCKTAIL $12
PREMIUM COCKTAIL $15

RUM

BACARDI RUM (BY GLASS) $6
BACARDI RUM (BY BOTTLE) $153 NOW $99*

*OFFER MAY NOT BE COMBINED WITH ANY OTHER DISCOUNT. NO FURTHER DISCOUNT APPLIES.
WHISKY

JIM BEAM (BY GLASS) $6
JIM BEAM (BY BOTTLE) $176 **NOW $99**
JACK DANIEL'S (BY GLASS) $9
JACK DANIEL'S (BY BOTTLE) $198 **NOW $139**
JOHNNIE WALKER RED LABEL (BY GLASS) $6
JOHNNIE WALKER RED LABEL (BY BOTTLE) $187 **NOW $99**
JOHNNIE WALKER BLACK LABEL (BY GLASS) $9
JOHNNIE WALKER BLACK LABEL (BY BOTTLE) $187 **NOW $139**
GLENLIVET 12 YEARS (BY GLASS) $12

VODKA

STOLICHNAYA VODKA (BY GLASS) $6
STOLICHNAYA VODKA (BY BOTTLE) $153 **NOW $99**
BELVEDERE VODKA (BY GLASS) $9
BELVEDERE VODKA (BY BOTTLE) $215 **NOW $139**

GIN

GORDON'S DRY GIN (BY GLASS) $6
GORDON'S DRY GIN (BY BOTTLE) $153 **NOW $99**
TANQUERAY 10 (BY GLASS) $9
TANQUERAY 10 (BY BOTTLE) $215 **NOW $139**

ALL OUR PRICES ARE NETT

*OFFER MAY NOT BE COMBINED WITH ANY OTHER DISCOUNT. NO FURTHER DISCOUNT APPLIES.
TEQUILA

JOSE CURVO (BY GLASS) $6
JOSE CURVO (BY BOTTLE) $153 NOW $99*

COGNAC

MARTELL VSOP (BY GLASS) $12
MARTELL VSOP (BY BOTTLE) $229 NOW $179*

APERITIFS

APERITIFS (BY GLASS) $9

LIQUERS

LIQUERS (BY GLASS) $9

SPARKLING WINE

SANTA MARGHERITA PROSECCO EXTRA DRY $72 NOW $49*

ALL OUR PRICES ARE NETT

*OFFER MAY NOT BE COMBINED WITH ANY OTHER DISCOUNT. NO FURTHER DISCOUNT APPLIES.
RED WINE
PIERRE JEAN
SANTA RITA GRAN HACIENDA
MC WILLIAM
BY GLASS $9 | BY BOTTLE $50  NOW $39*

WHITE WINE
DE BORTOLI DB
SANTA RITA GRAN HACIENDA
MC WILLIAM
BY GLASS $9 | BY BOTTLE $50  NOW $39*

CHAMPAGNE
MOET & CHANDON IMPERIAL BRUT $154  NOW $129*

SOFT DRINKS
COKE $3
COKE LIGHT $3
COKE ZERO $3
SPRITE $3
TONIC WATER $3
GINGLE ALE $3
ORANGE/APPLE/CRANBERRY JUICE $4

ALL OUR PRICES ARE NETT

*OFFER MAY NOT BE COMBINED WITH ANY OTHER DISCOUNT. NO FURTHER DISCOUNT APPLIES.
BAR BITES

CHEESY FRIES $7.9
TOPPED WITH CHEESE & MAYONNAISE

TRUFFLE FRIES $10.9
TOPPED WITH PARMESAN SHAVING

CHICKEN SPAM FRIES $10.9
SERVED WITH WASABI MAYONNAISE

SIGNATURE CHICKEN WINGS
WITH HOMEMADE SPICY DIP (4 PIECES) $9.9

SUPER BEEF NACHOS $14.9
TOPPED WITH MOZZARELLA CHEESE & SOUR CREAM

TRIPLE SNACK COMBO $16.9
COMBINATION OF CHEESE FRIES, CHICKEN SPAM FRIES & CHICKEN WINGS WITH HOMEMADE SPICY DIP

BRITISH FISH & CHIPS $19.9
SNAPPER FISH IN A CRISP BATTER, SERVED WITH SHOESTRING FRIES & MESCLUN SALAD

BEEF LASAGNE $14.8
HEARTY LASAGNE WITH A LAYER OF PASTA, GROUND BEEF, CHEESES & HERBS

SPAGHETTI BOLOGNAISE $12.8
FRESH TOMATO SAUCE, BEEF BOLOGNAISE, PARMESAN CHEESE & FRESH HERBS

SPAGHETTI CARBONARA $12.8
TURKEY BACON, MUSHROOM, EGG INFUSED WITH CREAM, GARLIC & OLIVE OIL

SPAGHETTI ALLE VONGOLE $13.8
CLASSIC CLAM PASTA INFUSED WITH GARLIC & BRINY CLAMS WITH REFRESHING SPICY BROTH

SPAGHETTI LAKSA $12.8
SERVED WITH PRAWN & SQUID

PIZZA MARGHERITA $13.9
FRESH TOMATO SAUCE, MOZZARELLA CHEESE, OLIVE, OIL, BASIL

PIZZA HAWAIIAN $14.9
FRESH TOMATO SAUCE, CHICKEN HAM, MOZZARELLA CHEESE, BASIL, PINEAPPLE, OLIVE OIL

ALL OUR PRICES ARE NETT